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Abstract
Intelligent Information Retrieval is concerned with the application
of intelligent techniques, like for example semantic networks, neural
networks and inference nets to Information Retrieval. The eld of
research has seen a number of applications of Constrained Spreading
Activation (CSA) techniques on domain knowledge networks. How-
ever, there has never been any application of these techniques to the
World Wide Web. The Web is a very important information resource,
but users nd that looking for a relevant piece of information in the
Web can be like \looking for a needle in a haystack". We were there-
fore motivated to design and develop a prototype system, WebSCSA
(Web Search by CSA), that applies a CSA technique to retrieve infor-
mation from the Web using an ostensive approach to querying similar
to query-by-example. In this paper we describe the system and its un-
derlying model. Furthermore, we report on an experiment carried out
with human subjects to evaluate the eectiveness of WebSCSA. We
tested whether WebSCSA improves retrieval of relevant information
on top of Web search engines results and how well WebSCSA serves
as an agent browser for the user. The results of the experiments are
promising, and show that there is much potential for further research
on the use of CSA techniques to search the Web.
2
1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with the application of Constrained Spreading Ac-
tivation (CSA) techniques for retrieving information from the World Wide
Web (hereby referred to as the Web). The Web presents a formidable store of
information. It is an interconnected system of over 7 million sites and their
pages (in December 1998) accessible through browsers like Mosaic, Netscape
Navigator or Microsoft's Internet Explorer. Although the Web is one of the
newer additions to the Internet, it has gained popularity very quickly, be-
coming the second most frequently-used feature of the Internet, the most
widely-used one being electronic mail (Berners-Lee et al., 1992).
The information stored in the Web diers from the information traditionally
dealt by Information Retrieval (IR) systems in several aspects.
 Information organization. The Web is not organized, in the sense
that associated or similar documents are not placed in close physical
proximity like the collections in a physical library or stored in some
archive. Internet directories, like Yahoo!, help organize links to similar
documents to ease the retrieval problem, but the categorization process
is often done manually and this is expensive and time-consuming. Since
the Web is a hypertext/hypermedia system and we do not possess the
resources which Internet directories do, the natural way of reaching
similar documents from given documents would be to traverse the links
on the latter. A retrieval tool for the Web should exploit the links in the
Web documents (i.e. Web pages) in its search for documents relevant
to a user request.
 Information range. Some conventional IR systems contain special-
ized information, such as, for example, medical documentation, or
patents. Hence, IR systems can sometimes exploit domain knowledge
to enhance retrieval performance. In contrast, the subject range of in-
formation on the Web is very wide. Any retrieval program built for the
Web must be exible to retrieve information of a wide range of subjects
and written in dierent natural languages. Retrieval models that ex-
ploit associations between documents are appropriate for retrieval on
the Web because these models do not dictate the topical range of rele-
vant information provided at the beginning of the search. They simply
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search for similar information regardless of the topic of the query (Ellis,
1996).
 Change of content. The Web is a very dynamic information collec-
tion. Every second, changes are being made to existing Web pages, and
pages are added to or deleted from the Web. Conventional IR systems
are less dynamic and there is much more control over the changes made
to the document collection. A retrieval system for the Web should be
able to retrieve documents that are up-to-date and should not rely
(at least not completely) on indexes that could become outdated very
quickly.
In this paper we present a prototype Web search system that exploits the
above distinction between documents usually managed by IR systems and
those managed by the Web. The underlying IR model of this prototype is a
variation of the model known as Associative Retrieval. Associative Retrieval
was rst introduced by Salton (1968) and is concerned with exploiting asso-
ciations between information items at retrieval time. Associations are rst
determined using citations or statistical techniques (like for example term
co-occurrence) and then used by complex retrieval functions. In the work
presented in this paper we do not use citations or statistical associations,
but we use the existing associations represented by hypertext links between
Web documents. What we consider important of Associative Retrieval is the
idea behind this form of retrieval, i.e. that it is possible to retrieve relevant
documents by retrieving those that are explicitly associated with some that
the user knows to be relevant.
The work presented in this paper integrates Associative Retrieval with Os-
tensive Retrieval. This novel approach to IR was proposed by Campbell
and Van Rijsbergen (1996) and is concerned with getting rid of the query
as the main way of accessing relevant documents, by letting the user point
at relevant documents as examples of what he is looking for and use this
information to direct the search. This way of expressing an information need
has many advantages over the direct formulation of a query, especially in
the context of the Web where users often submit very short and ambiguous
queries.
We designed and developed a system called WebSCSA, i.e. Web Search by
Constrained Spreading Activation. WebSCSA is a prototypical Web search
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system written to carry out an ostensive search for relevant Web pages by
autonomously navigating through the Web using associations between pages.
The navigation is processed and controlled by means of Constrained Spread-
ing Activation. This process starts with the user pointing at one or more
relevant pages and ends with WebSCSA displaying to the user the Web pages
it navigated through, ranked according to their similarity with the pointed
relevant pages.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall the main charac-
teristics of associative and Ostensive IR models. In Section 3 we introduce
the underlying model of our prototype system. In Section 4 we describe how
we use the proposed model for searching the Web. The prototype system
developed is presented in details in Section 5 and its evaluation is presented
in Section 6. Related work and conclusions are respectively reported in Sec-
tions 7 and 8.
2 Associative and Ostensive Information Re-
trieval
Associative Information Retrieval aims at exploiting existing or found as-
sociations between information items to enhance the retrieval of relevant
information.
In general, associations among information items such as index terms, doc-
uments, parts of documents, etc., may be static or dynamic. Static associ-
ations are existent at the time of the query while dynamic associations are
formed or determined at run time. Examples of static associations among
information items are bibliographic citations among documents, thesaurus-
like relationships among index terms of documents, statistical measures of
similarities between documents or index terms, and hypertext or hypermedia
links between pages of the Web. Dynamic associations are formed or deter-
mined through an interactive session with the user. An example of creation
and use of dynamic associations is the IR technique known as relevance feed-
back. An IR system employing relevance feedback retrieves documents that
are determined at run time to be similar to retrieved documents that the
user assesses as relevant during the session (Harman, 1992).
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A number of techniques have been proposed to determine and use associations
between information items. Such diverse approaches as statistics, neural
networks, or genetic algorithms have been attempted. Some example of these
approaches can be found in (Crouch and Yang, 1992; Jung and Raghavan,
1990; Gordon, 1988).
The Web is a large network of associated multimedia information items.
The nodes in the network represent the information items and the links
connecting the nodes represent associations among the information items.
The associations are mostly static (with the exception of those created by
search engines in response to a user query), although subject to frequent
modications. These associations are rarely used by conventional search
engines (but see Section 7 for a discussion about the few search engines that
do use them). Most Web search engines index and retrieve Web pages as
they were completely unconnected information items. We believe that the
correct exploitation of associations between pages in the Web could enhance
the eectiveness of search engines.
Ostensive Information Retrieval is a recent approach to searching for infor-
mation without the use of a query (Campbell and van Rijsbergen, 1996). In
this model, the user points at relevant documents and the system suggests
other relevant documents that are estimated to be similar in semantic con-
tent. The user then selected one of these new documents and a new series
of similar ones is proposed, in an iterative process that can continue for as
long as the user wants. Without entering into the details of this model, we
believe that it could provide a very useful way for searching for information
on the Web. Although it has never been experimented in searching the Web,
an ostensive approach to searching the Web seems promising. There is, in
fact, a perceived inadequacy of many Web search engines, mostly caused by
the very short queries submitted by users, consisting on average of less than
two terms. If the user could point at even one single relevant document for
his query, this would contain many more terms that the average query and
would give more information to a search engine to work on to nd relevant
documents.
We developed and experimented a model for Web searching that combines the
main ideas of Associative Information Retrieval and Ostensive Information
Retrieval. We present the background of this model in the next section.
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3 Constrained Spreading Activation Model
The Spreading Activation (SA) model has its roots in the eld of Psychology,
since it resulted from studies of the mechanisms of human memory (Rumel-
hart and Norman, 1983). It was rst used in the area of Articial Intelligence,
but recently it has also been used in other areas of Computer Science.
Spreading activation has often been associated with Semantic Net-
works (Quillian, 1968), since it has been established as the the preferred
processing framework for Semantic Networks. This idea dates bake to the
work of Fahlman (1981) on the Marker Passing Model. In this paper we will
take a dierent view. We will view spreading activation as a general pro-
cessing framework for any network of objects and their relationships. This
point of view relates spreading activation more to Neural Networks than to
Semantic Networks, with the important dierence that spreading activation
does not involve any learning at all.
The pure spreading activation model consists of a network data structure
upon which simple processing techniques are applied. The network data
structure consists of nodes interconnected by links. Nodes may represent
objects or features of objects, and are usually labeled with the names of
the objects they represent. Links model relationships between objects or
features of objects. Links may be labeled and/or weighted and usually have
directions, reecting on the relationship between the connected nodes.
Spreading activation techniques are iterative in nature. Each iteration con-
sists of one or more pulses and a termination check. The processing is simply
a sequence of such iterations, which can be terminated either by the user,
or by the system. Each pulse is made up of three stages: preadjustment,
spreading and postadjustment. The rst and third phase are optional. They
enable some form of control over the activation of the nodes in the network,
like for example, some form of activation decay to be applied to the acti-
vated nodes, so that the retention of the activation from previous pulses can
be avoided.
The spreading phase of the pulse consists of the ow of activation waves from
one node to all other nodes connected to it. The activation input of a node
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can be calculated with the following simple formula:
I
j
=
X
i
O
i
w
ij
where I
j
is the total input of node j, O
i
is the output of node i connected to
node j, and w
ij
is a weight associated to the link connecting node i to node
j.
The numerical values of the input and weight depends on the application
being modeled by the network. For example, in Semantic Networks, the
values of the weights are usually binary (that is, either 0 or 1), or they could
also reect excitatory/inhibitory values (+1 and -1 respectively). In Neural
Networks, instead, weights have real values indicating the strengths of the
association between the nodes.
After the input value of a node has been computed, the activation level of
the node is determined. This is given by a function of the input:
A
j
= f(I
j
)
where A
j
is the activation level of node j, f is the activation function, and
I
j
is the input of node j.
The numerical type of the activation depends again on the type of application
being modeled by the network. Usually, this type is binary (active/non-active
or values 0/1) or real values. The function f may take many dierent forms;
some examples are the linear function, the threshold function or the sig-
moid function. The most commonly used function is, however, the threshold
function, represented as:
A
j
=
(
0 I
j
< k
j
1 I
j
> k
j
where k
j
is the threshold value for unit j. The threshold value of the activa-
tion function is application dependent and can vary from node to node.
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The output of the node, O
j
, is usually its activation level. The output value
is red to all nodes connected to the active node. Usually, the same output
is sent to each node. In this way, the activation spreads pulse after pulse.
After a pre-dened number of pulses, a termination check is carried out to
determine whether a termination condition has been met. If so, the SA
process halts. If not, another series of pulses continues, followed by another
termination check. This cycle goes on until the termination condition is met.
The end result of the SA process is the activation level of each of the nodes
in the network at termination time.
It has been proved experimentally that the pure SA falls short in several
ways (Preece, 1981). The most salient fault is that, unless the activation
is carefully controlled during the preadjustment and postadjustment phases,
the activation tends to quickly spread over the entire network. This would
render the activation process meaningless. Secondly, the semantics of the
network associations is not utilized by the pure spreading activation model,
so the information provided by the types of associations is not used. As a
consequence, it is dicult to implement some form of inference based on the
semantics of the associations.
The shortcomings of the pure SA model can be partially overcome by im-
plementing rules, so that the spreading of the activation could be used to
implement some form of inference or heuristics. This new model is called
Constrained Spreading Activation (CSA). In fact, a common way of imple-
menting rules is by way of placing constraints on the spreading of the acti-
vation. Some common constraints are:
Distance constraint: this places a constraint on the distance to which the
activation can spread. Nodes that are far away from an activated node
should be less likely to be activated because of their longer distance
in the number of links necessary to reach them. The rationale behind
this rule is that the strength of the association between nodes decreases
with increasing distance.
Fan-out constraint: the spread of the activation should stop when it
reaches a node with a large fan-out, that is, a node with large number
of associations branching out. This is because a large fan-out means
that the node has very broad semantic meaning and thus the activa-
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tion may ow to too many nodes, thus diluting the semantics of the
spreading.
Path constraint: activation should spread along certain preferred paths,
which are pre-determined according to the particular application. This
constraint can be modeled using the weights on the associations. For
labeled associations, preferences of activation ow can be set up accord-
ing to the semantics, as for example, activation ow can be diverted to
certain paths while being diverted from paths with dierent semantics.
Activation constraint: this places a threshold value on the activation level
of a single node. If the activation of the node is below the threshold
value, activation would not spread from that node. It is possible that
dierent threshold levels be set for dierent nodes according to their
meaning and the application.
Since the above constraints serve to control the activation spread, they can
be introduced in the preadjustment and postadjustment phases of the pure
SA model. The distance, fan-out and path constraints take place during the
preadjustment phase, while activation constraint acts during postadjustment.
The CSA model is at the heart of our prototype. In the next section we will
report how we used this model for searching the Web.
4 Web Searching by Constrained Spreading
Activation
WebSCSA (Web Search by Constrained Spreading Activation) is a prototyp-
ical Web search system written to carry out an ostensive search for relevant
Web pages by autonomously navigating through the Web using associations
between pages. The navigation is processed and controlled by means of a
Constrained Spreading Activation model similar to the one described in the
previous section.
Since WebSCSA is a Web search system, it is natural to compare the way it
works with the way Web search engines work. Most Web search engines, like
for example AltaVista and HotBot, work like traditional IR systems except
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that their indexes are updated more frequently than the latter. As it is done
on traditional IR systems, the user submits a text query to the search engine
and the engine matches the query with its stored indexes to identify and
retrieve relevant Web pages. WebSCSA works in a dierent way. Here are
some important dierences between WebSCSA and search engines.
 Query model. Initiating a query with WebSCSA does not consist
in entering a list of keywords, like in most search engines, querying is
instead based on the Ostensive model. WebSCSA assumes that the user
has already identied some Web pages that he judges to be relevant.
It could be that in his browsing through the Web, the user came across
someWeb pages containing relevant information. He marks some pages
as relevant and WebSCSA follows the links present in them to search for
other associated relevant pages. In this way, the user does not have to
explicitly formulate a query. Query formulation is one of the problems
of IR: a user has an information need, but very often, nds it dicult
to express it. The main advantage of the Ostensive model is that it
eliminates the query formulation problem altogether.
 Matching process. Whenever the user points to a number of rel-
evant pages to initiate a query, WebSCSA combines the content of
these pages to form a search prole. In this way WebSCSA achieves a
form of query expansion, where the dierent relevant pages contribute
synonyms, associated terms or even associated concepts to the search
prole, thus forming a better, fuller query, than the one the user could
provide. This is an advantage of this type of query over a user text
string query, which often suers the ambiguity of many English words.
 Indexing Structures. Search engines typically have indexes with
sizes in the order of millions of Web pages. WebSCSA boasts of no such
indexes. WebSCSA retrieves relevant information only by navigating
the Web at the time the user searches for information. WebSCSA
is therefore useful when a user has already some starting point for his
search in mind and wants his search to be very precise and to reect the
current state of the information stored on the Web. Search engines, on
the other hand, are useful when the user has no such starting points.
The amount of information that WebSCSA retrieves depends on the
amount of information linked to the starting points. Search engines,
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instead, retrieve as much information as their large indexes allow, which
would always be more than what is retrievable by WebSCSA. However,
the information contained in the search engines' indexes could be out-
of-date, while WebSCSA always uses up-to-date information.
Because of the above dierences, WebSCSA is intended to enhance search
engines results, and not to compete with search engines. A user who does
not already know relevant pages for his information need should rst submit
a query to a search engine. After identifying a few relevant pages, he may
use WebSCSA to nd more relevant pages.
WebSCSA is also intended to enhance browsing on the Web. Many users, on
nding a site that has relevant pages, often follow the links on these pages
which usually lead to other pages with similar or related pages. However,
this is time-consuming and confusing as the user has to keep backtracking
to the original pages for links. The autonomous searching directed by the
CSA model used by WebSCSA performs the browsing for the user, so that
he nds relevant pages quickly and with less eort.
Later on in this paper we will test if WebSCSA can eectively enhance both
search engine results and browsing. The next section describes the WebSCSA
prototype in more details.
5 The WebSCSA Prototype
5.1 Architecture
The way WebSCSA works is briey summarized in Figure 1. WebSCSA can
be described as working using a four steps iterative process: construction of
the search prole, searching and retrieval, presentation of results, modica-
tion of the search prole. These steps are described in the following.
1. Construction of the search prole. At the start of the search, a
user browses a portion of the Web or search it using a search engine,
and marks the Web pages that he thinks are relevant to his information
need. Alternatively, the user may not need to browse the Web, but
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Figure 1: The architecture of WebSCSA.
may provide directly some relevant Web pages. WebSCSA downloads
the textual content of the pages forming the query using their URLs
(Universal Resource Locators), and the textual contents of the pages are
combined into a single text le. Following a well establish IR indexing
process, stop-words are removed from the text and the remaining words
are stemmed using the Porter stemming algorithm (Frakes and Baeza-
Yates, 1992). Terms in the text are weighted using a function of their
page frequency and their position in the pages (see Section 5.3). Terms
which appear in the title, and H1 and H2 headers of the source HTML
of the pages are given extra weight on the basis that these headings
give more important clues to the content of the Web pages than the
plain text. At the end of this stage, we have a list of weighted index
terms that form the search prole.
2. Searching and retrieval. WebSCSA sets out to navigate the Web
starting from the URLs of the pages in the query. All Web pages linked
to this rst set of URLs are downloaded, at this level of traversal. In
subsequent levels, not all Web pages that are linked to activated pages
are downloaded, as the navigation, search and retrieval is directed by
the CSA technique, and distance, fan-out and activation constraints
are used to limit and direct the navigation. Each selected page is
downloaded and indexed in the same way as the initial pages. Then a
cosine similarity measure between the search prole and each indexed
page is computed. The cosine similarity formula used is a variation of
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the one used by the Vector Space Model (Salton, 1968):
sim(s; d) =
P
t2fs\dg
w
s
(t)  w
d
(t)
q
P
t2s
w
s
(t)
2

P
t2d
w
d
(t)
2
where s is the search prole and d is a Web page, and w represents the
weight assigned to a term. The numerator is the sum of the product
of term weights which appear in both the search prole and page. The
denominator consists of the sum of the squared frequencies of all terms
in each of s and d. The value sim(s; d) is considered as the input level
of the page. The activation level of the page is determined by applying
the activation constraint and is subject to a threshold k. If the acti-
vation level is above the threshold, then the page is considered active,
otherwise not. Navigation through the Web is carried out from the
newly active pages according to the distance and fan-out constraints.
Details on the actual denition of these constraints will be given later
on in the paper.
3. Presentation of results. Navigation terminates when the user de-
cides so, or after a given time, or when some termination condition is
met. All pages resulting active are ranked according to their sim(s; d)
values and a list the URLs of the pages is returned to the user. The
list is returned as an HTML page in a fashion very similar to the one
used by Web search engines. The title, the URL, the similarity score,
and a few descriptive lines for each page are shown to the user. The
user can access each and every activated page simply clicking on the
link on the results page.
4. Modication of the search prole. The user can mark pages in the
retrieved list as relevant. These pages become part of a new, modied
search prole, resulting from the indexing of the combined textual con-
tent of the initially marked relevant pages and the new relevant pages.
This new search prole is used in a new search and retrieval phase.
The user can iterate these phases as many time as he wants and usually until
he is happy with the list of retrieved pages.
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5.2 Implementation
The core of WebSCSA is implemented using the Korn shell scripting language
of the UNIX operating system. As a result, the philosophy of the implemen-
tation of the prototype simply follows the UNIX philosophy (Wang, 1988),
consisting of using, whenever possible, UNIX utilities and piping the results
of one utility to another. This philosophy is one of \not re-inventing the
wheel": if a UNIX utility exists that can solve a problem, use it. If no such
utility exists, a C program was written and called by the script. The inter-
action between the Web browser (Netscape or Microsoft Explorer) is handle
via CGI scripts.
A very simple interface was built to handle the user input and the presen-
tation of the retrieved list to the user. More work still needs to be done
to improve the interface, but our major concern at this stage of the project
was the level of eectiveness of the model. We intend to address the issues
related to a more user-friendly interface in the future.
The execution time of WebSCSA is variable depending on the trac on the
network. The current prototype implementation of WebSCSA is slow. The
average time taken for retrieving, indexing and similarity evaluation of one
page, if there is no extended stalling in accessing the Web, is about 3:7 sec-
onds, using a standard PC connected to a heavily tracked departmental
network. The largest part of the execution time is attributed to the down-
loading of the page and its indexing. The execution time could be reduced
if the entire program were written in a compilable language (such as C) and
the Internet connection was faster. However, eciency issues were not the
foremost consideration for at this stage of the project. Investigation into
increasing the eciency of the program will be carried out in future.
5.3 Tuning
To be eective, WebSCSA requires correct decisions about the choice of cer-
tain parameters. These parameters include the weighting functions to be
used for terms in dierent parts of the HTML text of pages, and the values
associated with the constraints.
After stop terms removal and stemming of retrieved pages, WebSCSA assigns
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to each term dierent weights depending on the position of the term in the
pages. Web pages are tagged using HTML in order to be displayed properly
by the Web browser. In fact, the browser treats and displays dierently the
title of the page and the dierent headings in the text. It is then obvious to
assume that terms appearing in dierent places in the page may have dier-
ent signicance in describing the page content. There is on-going research
on assigning dierent weights to dierent parts of HTML pages in order to
improve retrieval performances (Cutler et al., 1997). This is a whole area
of research in itself. Similar weighting schemes using the structure of the
HTML code are utilized by several search engines in their indexing of Web
sites, although the exact details of the schemes are not publicized. Using a
simplistic approach, WebSCSA makes only use of the title and H1 and H2
headings of the HTML source text of the retrieved Web pages. Terms ap-
pearing in these elds are assigned higher weights than terms appearing in
other parts of the text. In particular, for the current version of the prototype
these terms are assigned a coecient that give them four times more impor-
tance than ordinary terms. Since our work on WebSCSA is at prototypical
stage, we make no claims that the scheme we selected is the best, nor can
we claim that we have done thorough and in-depth investigation as to the
best scheme to use. We certainly noticed a increase in eectiveness by using
such indexing scheme as compared to treating all terms in the Web page
as equal, but we will not report about this experimentation in this paper.
Furthermore, the Web is too large and diverse a collection of HTML pages
for any one weighting scheme to work absolutely.
Another important part of the tuning of WebSCSA is related to the correct
setting of the spreading activation constraints. Since we had no previous work
upon which to base our choice of the parameter values associated with the
constraints, in general we tuned the prototype according to the requirements
dictated by our experiments.
First of all, of the dierent constraints introduced in Section 4, path con-
straint was not applicable to WebSCSA. In the Web all links are the same
1
and it is not possible to distinguish among them and direct the navigation
accordingly. In addition, links are not weighted.
1
Although all Web links do not have the same semantics, the semantics of links is not
explicit and cannot eectively be inferred from the content of the pages connected. This
is an area of on-going research.
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The distance constraint translates to the maximumdepth of traversal starting
from the query pages. In the experiments reported in the next section we
set this parameter in two dierent ways. We set the distance constraint
to a constant value indicating the allowed maximum distance in number of
links from the query pages to an active page. Experiments were conducted
with dierent values in the range 3-6, giving 3 as the most eective value.
Moreover, we set a time constraint on WebSCSA that is somewhat equivalent
to a distance constraint. In other words, we set the maximum length of time
of WebSCSA autonomous navigation and have WebSCSA stop and display
the retrieved list of pages after that. This second technique proved very
useful, since it was independent from delays due to network trac.
The distance constraint was also combined with the activation constraint by
degrading the activation level of a page according to its distance, measured
as the minimum number of links traversed from the original query pages to
reach the current page. We considered the minimum because the page could
be reached from the query pages following dierent paths. Moreover, if the
activation level is below a given threshold, the page is considered not active
and WebSCSA's navigation in that direction stops at that page. We used
the following formula for the activation:
A(d
i
) =
(
sim(q; d
i
)  (1   l  decay) if sim(q; d
i
)  k
0 otherwise
where A(d
i
) is the activation level of page d
i
, k is a threshold value, l is
the minimum number of traversed link from the query pages to d
i
, decay
is a constant expressing the decrease in the activation to be applied after
the traversal of one link, and sim(q; d
i
) has already been dened earlier. In
our implementation, the activation decreases by 20% (i.e. decay = 0:2) after
every level of traversal, while the threshold value k was set at 0:3. Both
values were determined experimentally.
The fan-out constraint translates into the maximum number of links de-
parting from a Web page that WebSCSA should follow. A number of links
departing from the page above the fan-out constraint stops WebSCSA's nav-
igation in that direction at that page. The counting of links excluded links
to binary les, links to purely graphics or audio les, and links to dierent
sections on the same page. A selection of this parameter based on a statis-
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tical analysis of a sample of Web page was attempted. Unfortunately, the
statistics varies so much depending on the sample chosen that an absolute
setting of this parameter was not possible. The value of 40 was empirically
set and seemed to work reasonably well in our experimentation.
6 Evaluation of WebSCSA
In this section we summarize the results of the experimental evaluation on
the eectiveness of WebSCSA. A more detailed description of the evaluation
process and results is reported in (Lee, 1998).
6.1 Experimental Hypotheses and Design of the Ex-
periments
The experimental evaluation of WebSCSA was carried out to verify two hy-
potheses:
1. WebSCSA improves the search results of Web search engines;
2. the browsing, search and retrieval performed by WebSCSA enables a
user to nd more relevant pages than if the user had to browse the Web
himself, saving the user time and eort in nding relevant information.
Given the nature of the WebSCSA and of the Web, it was considered impos-
sible to test these hypothesis with the same kind of evaluation methodology
classically used in IR. No Web test collection with relevance assessments is
currently available, and constructing one was considered too articial (in ad-
dition to be too expensive) to be a reliable testing of WebSCSA. Instead, a
user study centered around some well dened tasks was regarded as a better
evaluation strategy. Therefore, in order to verify the above hypothesis, a
task oriented experimentation was carried out using twenty human subjects.
The subjects were graduate students of the Computing Science Department
of the University of Glasgow.
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To test the rst hypothesis, a user was given the task of nding pages about
some particular topics by submitting a query to a search engine of his choice
among four popular search engines. For each topic, once some relevant pages
were found, the user was asked to select some of them (up to three) and
use WebSCSA to nd other relevant pages. The user was constrained to
look only at the rst twenty page retrieved both by the search engine and
WebSCSA. A comparison was made between the number of relevant pages
retrieved by WebSCSA and the number of relevant pages retrieved by the
search engine and not selected for input to WebSCSA.
In order to test the second hypothesis, subjects were randomly divided in two
groups of equal size. One group was given the task of ndings pages relevant
to some topics solely by browsing, while the other group could use WebSCSA
once some relevant pages were found. For each topic, a good starting point
for browsing and a time limit was given to both groups. A comparison was
made on the number of relevant pages found in the given length of time about
each topic by the users of the two groups.
The topics can be considered good examples of real user's information need
since they were randomly chosen among a number of topics proposed by the
subjects themselves. They varied from information about Scottish moun-
tains, to information about David Duchovny, the actor who plays a major
role in the TV series, The X-Files. The decision regarding the relevance of
the retrieved pages were done by the subject themselves, since we agree with
Saracevic (1975) in considering relevance judgments as subjective.
We are fully aware of the limitation of our evaluation and we will not attempt
to defend it. A discussion of the pitfalls of an evaluation procedure like the
one we adopted is reported in (Tague-Sutclie, 1992).
6.2 Results and Analysis
Table 1 contains some statistics on the results of the experiments carried out
to test the rst hypothesis, i.e. that WebSCSA improves search results on top
of the retrieval done by Web search engines. The table is a summary of the
results of 40 task oriented searches carried out by 20 subjects on 2 dierent
topics using one of 4 dierent search engines and providing only up to 3
relevant pages to WebSCSA as starting points for its navigation. The topics
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can be considered good examples of real user's information need since they
were randomly chosen among a number of topics proposed by the subjects
themselves. The subjects were the sole judges of the relevance of the pages.
It can be notice that, on average, we obtained about 30% improvement in
precision. Precision is a well known measure of eectiveness in IR, given
by the ratio between the number of relevant pages retrieved and the total
number of pages retrieved (van Rijsbergen, 1979). Recall, another well known
measure of eectiveness in IR, dened as the ratio between the number of
relevant pages retrieved and the total number of relevant pages present in
the collection, could not be obtained, given our lack of knowledge of the total
number of pages a subject would consider relevant to a topic in the entire
Web.
Search Engine Results WebSCSA Results
Rel. found Prec. % Rel. used Rel. found Prec. %
Avg. 4.6 22.9 2.3 11.1 55.5
Std. Err. 0.21 0.14 0.11 0.19 0.17
Med. 4.0 20.0 2.0 10.0 50.0
Table 1: Statistics of the results of testing the rst hypothesis.
Table 2 reports more in detail some statistics of the results of testing the rst
hypothesis by separating results obtained using dierent numbers of relevant
pages. These results show that WebSCSA becomes more eective when it
is provided with more relevant pages to start its search with, despite large
dierences in results, as indicated by the large standard deviation values,
which depends largely on the topic and on the subject. These results were
very similar across all dierent search engines.
A series of t-tests for related samples (with 95% signicance level) proved
that the improvement in precision obtained by using WebSCSA over search
engines is signicant
2
. An observation that we made about the dierences
2
These result should be taken with caution, since we know that the conditions required
for the application of these tests are not really met in the IR context (van Rijsbergen, 1979,
pp. 178-179). However, as observed by Hull, even if these conditions are not met, statistical
tests are still valid, because with a suciently large sample, discrete and bounded measures
are often well approximated by continuous distributions (Hull, 1993).
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Rel. used N.  Avg. Prec. %  Med. Prec. %  Stdv. Prec. %
1 5 19.0 20.0 4.2
2 17 32.7 30.0 25.5
3 18 36.4 42.5 18.1
Table 2: Statistics of WebSCSA improvements over search engines using
dierent numbers of relevant pages.
in the results of WebSCSA and search engines is that WebSCSA accesses
all pages linked to activated pages unless prevented from doing so by the
CSA constraints. Hence, many closely associated (i.e. linked) pages were
returned by WebSCSA. Search engines, however, may not index all pages in
a particular Web sites, and so may not retrieve associated pages from the
same Web site.
Table 3 contains some statistics on the results of the experiments carried out
to test the second hypothesis, i.e. that WebSCSA enables a user to save time
and eort in nding relevant information compared to browsing. The table
gives a summary of the results obtained by comparing subjects who used
WebSCSA with those who did not. These gures were obtained by asking
subject to nd pages on the Web necessary to respond to seventeen questions
on four dierent topics. A correct response to a question required nding
one particular page. We tested that the information was indeed available on
the Web and we gave a good starting point for browsing for each topic. Ten
randomly selected subjects used WebSCSA, while the remaining ten browsed
manually, within the time limits.
WebSCSA Browsing
Avg. N. correct resp. 12.8 8.3
Std. Err. N. correct resp. 2.4 2.1
N. subj. with all correct resp. 7 3
Table 3: Statistics of the results of testing the second hypothesis.
A t-test for related samples (with 95% signicance level) on the raw data
summarized in Table 3 proved that the dierence between the results ob-
tained by WebSCSA and browsing are signicant. Given the very similar
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values of standard errors between the two searching techniques, we can con-
clude that WebSCSA enables to nd about one third more relevant pages
than manually browsing, in the same length of time.
Finally, a questionnaire on the subject satisfaction in using WebSCSA showed
that many subjects expressed satisfaction with the ostensive, query-by-
example querying model of WebSCSA. They found this a more natural way
of searching the Web than using a textual query and wondered why no search
engine uses this technique yet. Some of them, at the end of the experiment,
expressed their interest in feeding WebSCSA with their lists of bookmarks,
to nd related Web pages. In the future, we intend to experiment the eec-
tiveness of WebSCSA in this task too.
We are fully aware of the limits of our results. Our experimentation was
relatively small with regards to number of topics and subjects. Moreover,
WebSCSA's CSA model was tuned \ad hoc" for the tasks we were experi-
menting with. Nevertheless, we believe that our results show that the CSA
model is a very promising model to be applied to the Web, despite the obvious
diculties in tuning it for a general use.
7 Related Work
Spreading activation techniques have been used by a number of researchers
in IR. The rst works in this area date back to the 80s. A detailed survey
of the application of SA techniques in IR can be found in (Crestani, 1997a);
here we will only report the approaches which are more closely related to
ours.
Preece (1981) examined in depth the SA approach to Associative Retrieval,
drawing the distinction between the various forms of SA, like for example
CSA. He argued that most of the classical approaches to IR could be ex-
plained in terms of dierent SA processing techniques on a network represen-
tation of the document collection. This division between data structure and
processing technique can be seen as a rst attempt to conceptual modeling
IR applications. Combining dierent network data structures with dierent
processing techniques he showed how it is possible to implement the Boolean
model, the Vector Space model and use various forms of weighting for Asso-
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ciative Retrieval. Moreover, he showed how, using relevance feedback, SA can
be used for automatic classication and indexing, and for concept building.
This is the seminal work that inspired our research in this direction.
Cohen and Kjeldsen's GRANT system is one of the rst systems to use CSA
in IR. In GRANT, knowledge about research proposal and potential funding
agencies is organized using a Semantic Network (Kjeldsen and Cohen, 1987;
Cohen and Kjeldsen, 1987). Research topics and agencies are connected us-
ing a wide variety of association links to form a dense network. A query
expresses one or more research topics, or one or more funding agencies. The
search is carried out by CSA on the network, identifying and using the types
of constraints described in Section 3. In particular, GRANT makes large
usage of path constraints in the form of \path endorsement", which consists
of giving preference (positive endorsement) to some paths in the Semantic
Network, while enabling to avoid (with a negative endorsement) some mis-
leading paths. This approach is possible and useful on a Semantic Network,
where links connecting nodes have a type and a clear semantics. The use
of path endorsement is not possible on the Web, since there is no clear and
consistent semantics associated to links.
A prototype system similar in many aspects to GRANT is I
3
R. The declared
purpose of Croft et al. (1988, 1989) in designing I
3
R was mainly to study
the possibility of retrieving documents by \plausible inference". The use of
SA was therefore only incidental, in fact, they chose to implement plausible
inference as a form of CSA, taking GRANT as an example. I
3
R is designed
to act as a search intermediary. It accomplishes its task using domain knowl-
edge to rene query descriptions, initiating the appropriate search strategies,
assisting the users in evaluating the output, and reformulating queries. In
its initial version (Croft and Thompson, 1987), domain knowledge was rep-
resented using an AND/OR tree of concept frames, while documents were
represented by means of single term descriptors. The system used the do-
main knowledge to infer concepts that are related to those mentioned in the
query. The inference mechanism used a form of \propagation of certainty" on
the concept frames. In later versions of I
3
R (Croft et al., 1988; Croft et al.,
1989), the knowledge representation structure was rened to a sort of Se-
mantic Network with a SA processing framework controlled by the following
rules:
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1. the starting points of the SA are the top-ranked documents from a
probabilistic search;
2. initially both links connecting document nearest neighbors and docu-
ment citations are used for spreading activation; these links represent
the strongest plausible relationships between documents;
3. in the remaining cycles of activation only nearest neighbors links are
used;
4. weights on links are used in the evaluation of the node's activation
level; they are specied as \credibility" values associated to inference
rules representing the existence relationships between the two nodes;
5. documents that have been used as part of an activation path are not
used again if they are reactivated.
The authors implemented a retrieval paradigm called \multiple sources of ev-
idence" using these constraints on the basic SA model. I
3
R can be considered
one of the best attempts to combine constrained SA model with the most
sounded IR probabilistic techniques. However, it requires a well constructed
and consistent network of documents which will never be found on the Web.
Web links do not have weights and it is therefore very dicult to determine
certainty/evidence values and carry out inference processes.
One of the rst attempts to the use of CSA for IR purposes on hypertexts
was presented by Savoy (1992). Savoy takes a hypertext of documents and
proposes a methodology for constructing automatically a Bayesian tree of
documents terms. This tree, whose nodes are terms extracted automatically
from the collection, represents the probabilistic dependency relationships ex-
isting between terms. It can be browsed by the user using a interface that
enables him to have a \sh eye view" of relationships connecting terms in
the tree. The user, traversing this tree, marks the terms he considers most
useful to express his information need. The user can express his belief about
the importance of a term using a scale of possible beliefs, such as: very
pertinent, pertinent, no assessment, irrelevant, very irrelevant. As the user
marks terms, other terms becomes increasingly relevant or irrelevant follow-
ing the rules of belief propagation on Bayesian Networks (Pearl, 1988). Once
this process of expanding the set of terms initially indicated by the user has
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ended, it causes a new process to start over the network of documents. This
process consists of a form of CSA where the activity level of a document is
evaluated using a function of statistically determined term weights (the in-
dexing weights) and parameters indicating the importance of terms relative
to the user's interests (determined using the beliefs in the Bayesian tree).
The spreading of activation on the hypertext is controlled by a set of rules
like the following:
 Documents nodes are classied into classes (e.g. research papers, sur-
veys, short articles, etc.) and a variable is attached to documents to
identify the class. This is considered when evaluating the activation
level of a document, so that the user can select the type of document
he is most interested in and spread the activation only on this type of
documents.
 In the rst wave of SA links can be followed in any direction, while for
successive waves hierarchical links are only followed towards specializa-
tion.
 The number of waves of activation is limited to 5, although this is only
a default value that can be changed by the user. Indeed the best results
were achieved using only 2 waves.
 During each wave the system does not allow reactivation of a document
if that document and the document from which activation comes have
a common parent.
Savoy's system, through the above described combination of a belief propa-
gation over the indexing space and CSA over the document space, achieves
positive results, although it is not possible to compare its performance with
traditional IR systems. A major drawback of this system is that, though
it provides an automatic construction of the Bayesian tree for the indexing
space, it still requires a manual construction of the hypertext. The hyper-
text should be constructed in a consistent way (for example using citations
links among documents), since the construction of the Bayesian tree of terms
depends on it.
Another attempt to using CSA for searching on hypertexts is currently being
carried out by Agosti et al. The starting point is to model a set of raw IR
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data by means of a conceptual schema. In IR the term conceptual schema
refers to a conceptual structure describing semantic relationships among IR
data, i.e. among the dierent objects (documents, index terms, concepts, etc.)
taking part in an IR application. In the proposed conceptual model the ap-
plication of the classication mechanism to the IR data implies working with
three dierent levels of abstraction: documents, index terms, and concepts.
Links connect nodes to express a semantic relation between them. There
are links connecting objects of the same type (on the same level) and links
connecting objects of dierent type. For example a link connecting two index
terms indicates that the two terms occur often together. A link connecting an
index term with a document indicates that the document has been indexed
using that term or that that term occurs in the document. A link between
an index term and a concept indicates that the concept can be expressed us-
ing that index term. Links on the document level represent bibliographical
citations or similarity between documents. A methodology for the automatic
construction of this schema was proposed (Agosti and Crestani, 1993) and
a tool was later developed (Agosti et al., 1994; Agosti et al., 1996). The
resulting network schema can be browsed by means of a Web browser, since
nodes representing objects are written in HTML. The browser can be used
for simple browsing or for query formulation, enabling the user to build up a
query by moving through the IR data on dierent levels of abstraction and
picking up the entities that better represent his information need (Crestani,
1997b). After the user has built up a query an automatic procedure mak-
ing use of the dierent semantics associated to links and node type spreads
activation over the network to concepts, index terms, or documents that are
closely related to those used by the user in the query formulation. A set
of constraints takes into account the node and the link type to control the
spreading over the network. Active documents nodes are put in a retrieval
list for the user to browse. This work is currently at a prototypical stage
and has not been fully evaluated yet. Its implementation and evaluation
as a searching tool for an automatically constructed hyper-textbook is also
currently under way (Crestani and Melucci, 1998).
To the best of our knowledge WebSCSA is the rst attempt to using CSA
on the Web and not on a manually or automatically constructed hypertext.
We do not need to stress the dierences between the Web and manually or
automatically constructed hypertexts, since they are known. Implementing
and evaluating searching tools for the Web poses a number of the additional
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diculties, as the large number of papers on Web search engines can docu-
ment.
Another area of related research work is concerned with the use of Web links
for searching and retrieving information from the Web. The use of hypertext
links by Web search engines is a very recent technology that was pioneered by
Kleinberg (1998) and Gibson et al. (1998). Kleinberg's idea was that there
are two types of useful Web pages. An \authority page" is one that contains a
lot of information about the topic. A \hub page" is one that contains a large
number of links to pages containing information about the topic; an example
of a hub page is a resource list on some specic topic. The basic principle is
the mutually reinforcing relationship between hubs and authorities. A good
hub page points to many good authority pages. A good authority page is
pointed to by many good hub pages. To convert this principle into a method
for nding good hubs and authorities, Kleinberg's described in (Kleinberg,
1998) a local iterative process that \bootstraps" the mutually reinforcing
relationship described above to locate good hubs and authorities.
Kleinberg maintains, for each page p in the augmented set, a hub score h(p)
and an authority score a(p). Each iteration consists of two steps: (1) replace
each a(p) by the sum of the h(p) values of pages pointing to p; (2) replace
each h(p) by the sum of the a(p) values of pages pointed to by p. Note that
this iterative process ignores the text in the Web pages or in the user query.
This important feature was added later, when Kleinberg's technique was
expanded and enhanced rst in the ARC system (Chakrabarti et al., 1998)
and later in Clever. Both ARC (Automatic Resource Compiler) and Clever
use the text around the anchors of links to a page p as descriptive of the
contents of p. Note that these anchors are not in p, but in pages pointing to
p. A similar technique was used by Harmadas et al. (1997) to retrieve images
from the Web using the text of pages pointing at them. In ARC, however,
if text descriptive of a topic occurs in the text around the anchor of a link
into p from a good hub, it reinforces the belief that p is an authority on the
topic. We intend to make partial use of Kleinberg's ideas in our future work,
in particular we would like to make use in our CSA algorithm of the text
around anchors of Web links. This text should be taken into consideration
in the decision of whether to explore on not the Web page to which a link
points. Moreover, the estimated relevance of the page in which the anchor is
located could also be included in this decision process. If the anchor is in a
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document estimated to be highly relevant (i.e. high level of activation), than
the linked pages could also be highly relevant. The current implementation
of WebSCSA does not use the level of activation in this decision process.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
We have implemented a prototype system called WebSCSA that is able to
carry out searches for relevant pages on the Web, using an Associative Re-
trieval model based on CSA. We have tested the ecacy of the prototype
in retrieving relevant information from the Web with a set of user tests in-
volving twenty human subjects. The eectiveness of WebSCSA was tested
in relation to two uses: the use of WebSCSA to rene results obtained from
search engines, and the use of WebSCSA as an agent browser for the user.
The results of the experimentation are very promising. They show that Web-
SCSA can enhance search engine results by about 30% and that WebSCSA
works well as an agent browser for the user to nd more relevant information
quickly.
While WebSCSA appears to be eective in its purposes, the implementation
and evaluation phases of WebSCSA have brought to light some of its limita-
tions. These may be considered for future improvements to the prototype.
 It is dicult to tune the parameters, that is, the constraints values
and similarity thresholds of the CSA algorithm. A more thorough
investigation into this could be carried out by gathering statistics and
performing testing on a large number of Web pages. However, the
eciency of WebSCSA must be improved in order to facilitate such
investigation.
 A more thorough scheme for exploiting the structure of HTML pages
during the indexing should be used. In WebSCSA, only the titles, and
H1 and H2 headings were used. Other features of HTML should be
exploited like the strong font or the anchors for links (Cutler et al.,
1997). Meta-data should also be exploited, especially when the Web
pages have little textual information (Deampsey and Heery, 1998).
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 WebSCSA retrieves pages based on textual similarity, so pages con-
taining a lot of audio and visual data are not retrievable. This is un-
fortunate as such information is often useful and interesting, and their
quantities on the Web are increasing very rapidly. If there were fast and
eective techniques for computing the similarities of such non-textual
data, WebSCSA would become a very powerful search program. When
such techniques will become available we will incorporate them into
WebSCSA.
 The eciency of WebSCSA needs to be improved so that execution
time is reduced. Possible alternative implementations may be done
using, for example, Perl, C, or Java. Moreover, a more ecient way of
downloading Web pages should be found to avoid extended stalling.
 We need to develop a better user interface for WebSCSA. We plan
to investigate the use of Microsoft Visual Basic to program Microsoft
Internet Explorer so that WebSCSA can be run straight o the browser
and be available as a \plug-in" to the Web browser.
Since the results of our project are promising, we believe that, with improve-
ments to eciency and user interface, as well as more thorough research into
proper ways of tuning the parameters, WebSCSA could become a powerful
and useful Web search tool.
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